This effort was better than last year but it still it not what it should be for such a serious drill. I am thinking we need to do something more in the hall meeting in September where they actually practice and maybe again at start of spring semester. For the halls that had emergency locations that we could see the students here are the numbers. Students were basically nonchalant about the drill. Usually we have higher numbers in the first year halls. Shipp and Lesesne Halls are surprising in that they had higher numbers of participants. We are working with the new Provost to be able to conduct an actual drill during teaching hours and for all employees and students. That will be a significant drill.

Campus Tornado Drill: 16 April 2014 at 1850-1915.

Residence Halls:
Marsh 9
Greene 5
Carlisle 12
DuPre 8
Shipp 20
Lesesne 23
Wightman 16

Other Buildings on campus:
Anna Todd: 90
Library: 41
Michael S. Brown: 45
Milliken Science: 40

309